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for Families
Free protection for your home Internet.
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Protecting home Internet connections from malware
With home Internet usage on the rise, it’s never been more important to protect your family from dangerous and malicious sites.
1.1.1.1 for Families is built on top of the same site categorization and filtering technology that powers Cloudflare’s enterprise products. It uses Cloudflare’s Internet intelligence to filter content on your home Internet network.
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Built on a massive network.
1.1.1.1 with Families uses the fastest public DNS resolver on Earth to make your internet connection faster.
Don’t take our word for it. The independent DNS monitor DNSPerf ranks 1.1.1.1 the fastest DNS service in the world. Since nearly everything you do on the Internet starts with a DNS request, choosing the fastest DNS directory across all your devices will accelerate almost everything you do online.
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Adult content filtering
Keep adult content away from kids on your network with always-on content controls.







Automatic malware protection
Attackers often hide harmful code in sites and emails that seem normal. These attacks can put your family’s private information in the wrong hands.
1.1.1.1 for Families adds a layer of malware protection to your home Wi-Fi, automatically blocking access to known malicious sites.
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Get Started Now
1.1.1.1 for Families has two options: one that blocks only malware and another that blocks both malware and adult content. You can install it by changing the IP address settings on your home Internet router.





Malware Blocking Only
Change your router DNS to:
	1.1.1.2
	1.0.0.2

Ready to set it up? You’ll find an easy guide for every device in the setup instructions page.


Malware and Adult Content Blocking Together
Change your router DNS to:
	1.1.1.3
	1.0.0.3

Ready to set it up? You’ll find an easy guide for every device in the setup instructions page.
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Brought to you by Cloudflare.
Bringing speed, reliability, and performance to every Internet user
Learn more













